LETTERS/EPHEMERA

1. Press clipping

2. 1945 memo re: loan -statues

3. Letter to Attilio P. from Paolino Gerli in Italian

5. 1936 Italian magazine- La Settimana -sculpture of Attilio.-2 page article

6. New York Tribune magazine 2/19/67 NYPL lion on cover

7. Buffalo Fine Arts Academy Albright Art gallery Catalog 1916-Attilio P.

8. 1928 memo book stamped: H. Piccirilli-no entries

9. 1922 autograph book belonging to Horatio's daughter-signed by Nathan

10. Graduation programs Ginestra P.S. 13 1/25/1922

11. Ration cards & letter re: same Quirino P.


13. 20 Letters from Horatio's son, Nathan-WWII, Navy. Last letter dated December 5,1944 written 2 days before he was killed.

14. Letter of condolence on Nathan's death

15. Receipt for purchase of war bonds Mrs. N.F. Piccirilli.


17. Letter to Attilio from Mr. & Mrs. Jay Winston Johns 1945

18. Letter to Edward Rheinholtz letterhead Mrs. Horace P.-verso notes re:

19. Letter-Charles Gillette to Attilio 7/18/43

20. " " " " 12/26/42

PHOTOS

1. Brothers in studio-eagle sculpture in foreground-Cosmo Photo Service
2. Model for statue

3. Statue from 2

4, 5, 6, 7. Plaster casts in studio lions, rooster, eagle, urn

8. Piccirilli working on sculpture of mailman

9. Plaster model with grid lines on photo & dimensions on back

10. Model in studio-plaster? Photo M.Vokovic, NYC

11. Head of female with grid lines

12. 2 photos fighting animals-plaster

13. 2 photos eagle

14, 15. winged horses in studio

16. Urn in studio

17. Unidentifiable in studio

18. Piccirilli brothers in work caps in studio

19, 20. Rooster real photo postcards-H.Piccirilli

21. Colossal marble statue ID on back the "Emigratto" by Attilio P. -- Louis H. Dreyer photographer

22. Seal. Verso: "to be returned to H. Piccirilli" Louis H. Dreyer

23. Attilio at work."Please return to Mrs. A.Piccirilli" Cosmo Photo Service.

24, 25. Brothers and family?

26. Family?

27. "

28. Attilio at age 10

29. Nonno Giuseppe Piccirilli
Piccirilli family papers inventory

30. Unidentified children and sculpture
31. Unidentified sculpture
32. 3 passport photos of Attilio with fragments of passports
33, 34. Sculpture in pool
35. Bust by Furio P. on verso-Mounted on board
36. Snapshot Horatio and wife Angelina
37. Small snapshot Police memorial statue-in studio?

POLICE MEMORIAL

1. Contract May, 1940-copy 2655-stamped received by Mayor's office, 6/24/1942 (LaGuardia) with original signatures:
   a) Henry Rogers Winthrop
   b) Clendenin J. Ryan
   c) Joseph J. Larkin
   d) Attilio Piccirilli

2. Copy letter to Police Commissioner from Robert Moses

3. Copy letter to LaGuardia from Moses


5. Letter 5/15/44 to Attilio P from Moses

6. Letter 10/24/1938 to Attilio P from architect, signed by both

7. Letter to Attilio P. 8/5/45 from Robert Moses